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GM Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Speedhound 016 458 4721
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Rupiah   012 410 6231
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2481
Date: 29 August 2019
Hare: Marks & Spencer
Runsite: Nirvana Penang, West Lake Garden

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

M & S set the run on the day with his co-hare Silentman. In the evening 20 
hashers and 3 guests arrived to do the run except those on MC. Since we were at 
the bottom end of  the road leading to the dam some chose to hike up to the dam 
whilst the keen ones did the set trail.
As usual I was with the slow runners along with Beauty Queen, Bersih Queen, 
Flying Duck and Silentman who was doing the run again. Just past the steep on 
up and closed gates of  Kek Lok Si there was a huge bonfire burning and people 
praying. According to the hare the day coincided with the end of  the Hungry 
Ghost festival and all the ghosts were being given a big send off  back to Hades!!
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We climbed up the road a bit further to the second entrance gate leading to the Guan Yin 
Statue and entered here. We then walked through to get to the tar road the other side and 
into a leafy road. A short distance and the trail started going up till we reached a fern 
covered plateau. Even here were lots of  plastic bottles left irresponsibly by people. On 
and on we went through the ferns when we suddenly saw Botak Chin going down on the 
tar road adjacent to the trail we were on. Beauty Queen urged Flying Duck to short cut 
but he was more intent on the trail and kept going with us. It went down and down at this 
point and then skirted around. I was in front and suddenly I felt a sharp sting. My call of  
“BEES!” had the others running in all directions but not all escaped. 
We continued skirting and at one point were very close to the playground just before the 
dam. It was here the trail headed up and out onto the tar road to head down and ‘home’. 
Lilian @ Bersih Queen picked up the pace as the light was fading and I had a hard time 
trying to keep up with her. The others took their own sweet time but we got back about 
7.45pm.
Food had been served and there was so much that people were going back for seconds and 
thirds.  M&S requested a quick and early circle since as it was clashing with his bedtime 
which we accommodated.
Thank you Mark for a good run, great food and for subsiding the beers. No Choice also 
subsidised two crates as it was her birthday on the 31st Merdeka Day!! Thank you also. 
The rest of  the evening was spent chatting and quaffing beers on a beautiful cool evening 
and no rain!! Well it was Nirvana after all!

Hareline 2019

Next Week we are at the Quarry, 
Botanical Gardens for Viking’s Run

Please come and support 

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be
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1. Welcome the guests...Dennis @ Pukki Merah, Peter and Susan (who unfortu-
nately are leaving us once again to return to Australia but will hopefully be back 
again next year). Dennis was given the honour of  sitting on the ice.
2. The GM then put Beauty Queen on ice. Her crime was to try and NOT do the 
run and trying to coerce Flying Duck to short cut with her.
3. It must be cold in December as we had 10 August birthdays to celebrate this 
month. Take Care’s birthday was actually on the day but unfortunately he was a 
no show this week. However No Choice’s birthday is on Merdeka Day and so she 
was given the honour to sit on ice. Other attending birthday members gathered 
around for the cake and candle ceremony. Happy Birthday to All.

Circle 

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.

2483 12-9-19 Committee Run Bee Gallery
2484 19-9-19 Toddy Tan Bee Gallery
2485 26-9-19 Tiny TBA
2486 3-10-19 Snatch & Grab TBA
2487 10-10-19 Guna Jalan Ketitir
2488 17-10-19 Akz Hole Permai Shoplots
2489 24-10-19 Mark D Shamrock Beach, watertank
2490 31-10-19 Diwali Run TBA
2491 7-11-19 Mini Sausage TBA
2492 14-11-19 Jackpot TBA
2493 21-11-19 Wankston Churchill Shamrock Beach, watertank
2494 28-11-19 Fancy Pants TBA
2495 5-12-19 BC Lim TBA
2496 12-12-19 Peter Wong TBA
2497 19-12-19 Christmas Run TBA
2498 26-12-19 Take Care TBA

Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
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4.  The GM then put Goodyear on ice. He hadn’t joined the circle but was across 
the road playing with his phone. “Business” he said but the GM thinks he was 
more interested in the phone numbers he got whilst in Thailand!!
5. A CFTF saw iceman put Oyster Licker on ice. Iceman related that normally 
when someone shouts “Bees” you run like crazy to get away from them. How-
ever today Oyster Licker just stopped and tried to look for them causing those 
behind to get stranded and some stung whilst Oyster Licker didn’t get any at 
all!!
6. A second CFTF by Iceman saw Rupiah on ice. Iceman explained that he 
knows all about skirting on the Hash but it was the first time he had seen Ru-
piah actually wearing a skirt to hash!! (But there is no photo. Sorry...Ed.)
7. Hare on Ice. Many thanks to Marks & Spencer for a successful hosting. It was 
a very good run, great and plentiful food and for subsidising the beer. (Thanks 
to No Choice for her subsidy also). It was another great evening!
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Pictures of  the evening 
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1, Dirty King

7, Kendra

6, Snow White

17, Fancy Pants 12, Toddy Tan

September
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Funnies
Mommy, why are all the cars beeping their horns?
Because there’s a wedding going on.
But isn’t the horn a warning signal, Mommy?
Exactly, son.

My husband and I had very happy twenty years. After that we met.

“I’ve had it with your silly remarks about my weight. I’m leaving you!”
“But honey, what about our child?”
“What child?!”
“Oh, so you’re not pregnant?”

Wife to husband: “Honey, guess who’s not wearing any panties and bra today?”
Husband, “Ah, that’s why your face looks so stretched today!”

Childhood is when you go to the toilet in the night and then you run back and 
jump in your bed, glad that the monster under the bed didn’t get you.
Adulthood is when the monster lies in the bed next to you.

At a medical check-up:
Do you do dangerous sports?
Well, sometimes I talk back at my wife.

Arguing with the wife is a lot like trying to read the Terms of  Use on the inter-
net. In the end you just give up and go “I Agree”.
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Invitation Runs
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


